INTRODUCTION
============

*Saccharomyces cerevisiae* Pif1 is a 5′ to 3′ helicase that belongs to the SF1 family of helicases and possibly the prototype member of a new subfamily ([@gkt117-B1; @gkt117-B2; @gkt117-B3; @gkt117-B4]). Genetic and biochemical studies indicate that Pif1 participates in a wide range of DNA processing steps, both in the nucleus and in mitochondria ([@gkt117-B1],[@gkt117-B4; @gkt117-B5; @gkt117-B6; @gkt117-B7; @gkt117-B8; @gkt117-B9]). In mitochondria Pif1 plays a role in mitochondrial (mt)DNA repair and recombination and mtDNA maintenance ([@gkt117-B3],[@gkt117-B4],[@gkt117-B10],[@gkt117-B11]). The nuclear form of Pif1 has both telomeric and non-telomeric functions. Pif1 functions in replication fork progression through ribosomal DNA, where it promotes efficient progression of the replication fork at Replication Fork Barrier (RFB) sites ([@gkt117-B8]). Also, Pif1 is involved in Okazaki fragment processing where in conjunction with the Dna2 helicase/nuclease it helps to process long flaps that cannot be directly cleaved by the FEN1 nuclease ([@gkt117-B7],[@gkt117-B12; @gkt117-B13; @gkt117-B14]). A potential role of Pif1 in preventing genomic instability via destabilization of G4-DNA structures (i.e. G-quadruplex) has recently been proposed ([@gkt117-B15; @gkt117-B16; @gkt117-B17; @gkt117-B18]).

At telomeres Pif1 acts as a negative regulator, inhibiting telomere elongation and *de novo* telomere addition ([@gkt117-B6],[@gkt117-B9],[@gkt117-B19; @gkt117-B20; @gkt117-B21]). It has been shown that Pif1 displaces the telomerase from the telomeric end, providing biochemical evidence for the inhibitory effect of Pif1 on the activity of the telomerase ([@gkt117-B6]). Moreover, biochemical studies strongly suggest that Pif1 unwinds RNA--DNA heteroduplexes with higher efficiency than dsDNA ([@gkt117-B22]). Therefore, it has been proposed that the unwinding by Pif1 of the RNA--DNA heteroduplex formed by the telomeric TLC1 RNA of the telomerase and the ssDNA at telomeres leads to telomerase displacement ([@gkt117-B2],[@gkt117-B6],[@gkt117-B22]). Although it is clear that the ATPase activity of Pif1 is required for displacement of the telomerase ([@gkt117-B6],[@gkt117-B9]), whether Pif1 displaces the telomerase using exclusively its unwinding activity is not well-established.

In addition to its effect on telomere length, deletion of PIF1 leads to an even more striking effect on the *de novo* telomere addition pathway to double-stranded DNA breaks (DSBs) ([@gkt117-B19; @gkt117-B20; @gkt117-B21]). Although it is apparent that the activity of Pif1 on *de novo* telomere addition is via a direct effect on the telomerase ([@gkt117-B19]), whether the mechanism of telomerase inhibition by Pif1 at either telomeres or DSBs is the same is not known.

One common feature of all these pathways is that all of the activities of Pif1 rely on its ability to bind to DNA and hydrolyse ATP. We recently determined the mode of Pif1 binding to different DNA substrates ([@gkt117-B23]). Although Pif1 is a monomer in solution, we showed that Pif1 dimerizes upon binding to DNA ([@gkt117-B23]). DNA-induced dimerization of Pif1 is observed on ssDNA as well as tailed- and forked-dsDNA substrates. A dimer of Pif1 also forms on DNA unwinding substrates in the presence of saturating concentrations of non-hydrolysable ATP analogs ([@gkt117-B23]). These observations suggest that a dimeric form of the enzyme might constitute the pre-initiation complex required for unwinding activity. Whether a dimer or monomer of Pif1 is sufficient for DNA unwinding activity remains to be explored. Also, intrinsic to its ability to unwind dsDNA a helicase must be able to translocate along at least one strand of the duplex ([@gkt117-B24],[@gkt117-B25]). In the case where translocation can be decoupled from unwinding, a helicase will also be able to translocate along ssDNA. Therefore, it is possible that regulation of the oligomeric state of Pif1 on DNA might determine whether the enzyme functions to unwind double-stranded nucleic acids (helicase) or simply moves along ssDNA (translocase) ([@gkt117-B24],[@gkt117-B26; @gkt117-B27; @gkt117-B28]). To explore these possibilities for Pif1 we have performed experiments to examine whether monomers of Pif1 can translocate on ssDNA, whether a dimer or monomer of Pif1 is sufficient for DNA unwinding activity and whether ssDNA translocation activity can be decoupled from helicase activity and used for other functions.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
=======================

Reagents and buffers
--------------------

All chemicals were reagent grade. All solutions were made with distilled and deionized 18 MΩ (Milli-Q) water (Millipore Corp., Bedford, MA). The oligonucleotides were purchased from Integrated DNA Technology (IDT, Coralville, Iowa) and HPLC purified. Homo-oligonucleotides concentrations were determined in 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.3, 0.1 mM EDTA using an extinction coefficient of *ε*~260~ ~nm~ = 8100 M^−1^cm^−1^for dT and *ε*~260~ ~nm~ = 5000 M^−1^cm^−1^ for Cy3 ([@gkt117-B27],[@gkt117-B29]). The lengths and location of Cy3 are indicated in the text. For oligonucleotides with mixed sequence composition the extinction coefficient was calculated with the nearest-neighbor method ([@gkt117-B30]). The sequences of the substrates with mixed sequence composition used in this study are shown in [Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt117/-/DC1). The dsDNA substrates were prepared by annealing a 1:1 ratio of unlabeled to labeled strand in 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.3, 100 mM NaCl and 5 mM MgCl~2~for 5 min at 97°C and then slow cooling to room temperature.

The concentration of ATP, ADP and ATPγS (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was determined using *ε*~259~ ~nm~ = 15 400 M^−1^cm^−1^ ([@gkt117-B23]).

Unless otherwise stated all the experiments were performed at 22°C in Buffer T (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.3, 5 mM MgCl~2~, 0.5 mM DTT and 20% v/v glycerol) with the concentration of NaCl (mM) indicated in the subscript.

Purification of Pif1
--------------------

Pif1 was purified as previously reported ([@gkt117-B23]). For most of the studies the preparation was stopped after the ssDNA cellulose chromatography step. The addition of the extra step of ATP-agarose affinity chromatography does not change the observed translocation behavior ([Supplementary Material](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt117/-/DC1)). Before use, the protein was extensively dialysed in the indicated buffer and the concentration of Pif1 was determined spectrophotometrically with a Cary 100 (Varian Inc., Palo Alto, CA) using an extinction coefficient *ε*~280~ ~nm~ = 55 000 M^−1^cm^−1^ ([@gkt117-B23]).

Stopped-flow kinetics
---------------------

All the stopped-flow experiments were carried out with either a SX.14 or SX.20 Applied Photophysics apparatus maintained at the indicated temperature with a circulating thermostatic bath. Fluorescence intensity measurements monitoring Cy3 changes were performed by excitation at 520 nm and collecting the emission with a 550 nm cut-off filter (Chroma Technology, USA). All the solutions were incubated 7--10 min in the syringes before collection. The reported traces are an average of 4--8 shots collected in pressure-hold mode.

ssDNA translocation
-------------------

In order to study Pif1 translocation on ssDNA we took advantage of the change in Cy3 fluorescence upon Pif1 binding and we employed an assay initially used to monitor ssDNA translocation of PcrA helicase ([@gkt117-B31]), further developed by the Lohman group to study a variety of ssDNA translocases ([@gkt117-B27],[@gkt117-B32; @gkt117-B33; @gkt117-B34; @gkt117-B35; @gkt117-B36]) and applied to other systems ([@gkt117-B37; @gkt117-B38; @gkt117-B39; @gkt117-B40; @gkt117-B41]). Briefly, the assay is based on the empirical observation that when in close proximity of a fluorophore a protein can induce changes in its fluorescence properties (either quenching or enhancement). Therefore, if a protein moves directionally along a lattice (i.e. ssDNA) toward a fluorophore placed at its end, arrival of the protein can elicit a change in the fluorescence of the fluorophore, followed by an additional change in the opposite direction upon dissociation of the protein from the lattice (see ([@gkt117-B32],[@gkt117-B42; @gkt117-B43; @gkt117-B44]) for extensive discussion). The change in the fluorescence of the fluorophore induced by the arrival of the enzyme at the end is then determined for different lengths of the lattice. The longer the lattice the longer the time required for the enzyme to reach the fluorophore, resulting in changes in the observed peak position and shape of the observed time course ([@gkt117-B32],[@gkt117-B42; @gkt117-B43; @gkt117-B44]). Moreover, for an enzyme with low processivity for longer ssDNA substrates a smaller fraction of the protein will reach the end due to the increase probability of dissociating during the cycle of translocation, resulting in a decrease of the amplitude of the observed fluorescence signal.

Unless otherwise indicated all the translocation experiments were done by pre-forming a Cy3-labeled DNA--Pif1 complex at a 2:1 molar ratio of DNA to protein (400 nM DNA and 200 nM Pif1). Under these conditions no more than a monomer of Pif1 is bound to each DNA ([Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt117/-/DC1)).

DNA unwinding
-------------

The top strand ([Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt117/-/DC1)) of the duplex substrates used for these experiments was 5′ end labeled with ^32^P using PolyNucleotide Kinase under conditions \[ATP-γ-^32^P\]\<\<\[5′ end\] and the concentration determined spectrophotometrically after purification with a BioSpin P-6 column (BioRad, USA). The duplex substrates (D~1~ or D~2~) were generated with bottom strand without the Cy3 modification ([Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt117/-/DC1)) as described above. Unwinding activity was determined at 22°C in Buffer T~100~ by pre-incubating 400 nM labeled substrates with a 2.5:1 or 1:2 ratio of Pif1 to DNA and initiating the reaction by equal mixing with 1 mM ATP in the absence or presence of 0.1 mg/ml heparin. After 30 s aliquots were withdrawn and quenched with 250 mM EDTA and a 10-fold excess of unlabeled top strand (trap). After digestions with Proteinase K, the reaction products were resolved on a 12% non-denaturing TBE polyacrylamide gel and imaged with a Storm Phosphorimager (Molecular Dynamics, USA).

Streptavidin displacement
-------------------------

Reactions were performed in Buffer T~100~ with a protocol similar to the one used for other helicases ([@gkt117-B45; @gkt117-B46; @gkt117-B47; @gkt117-B48]). Briefly, 400 nM biotinylated and Cy3-labeled DNA substrate is bound to a 4-fold excess of streptavidin and incubated for 3 min. Pif1 is then added at a 2:1 or 1:2 ratio relative to the DNA and allowed to equilibrate for an additional 10 min. Excess free biotin (at a final concentration10-fold higher than streptavidin) or free biotin and ATP (2 mM final concentration) are added and the reaction allowed to continue for 10 min before quenching with an equal volume of 250 mM EDTA, 20% v/v glycerol and 280 µM nts of poly(dT) (to trap Pif1). The free DNA and streptavidin-bound DNA are then separated on a 12% TBE native gel and imaged with a Storm Phosphorimager in fluorescence mode.

RESULTS
=======

A monomer of Pif1 shows evidence for 5′ to 3′ ssDNA translocation
-----------------------------------------------------------------

We recently showed that binding of Pif1 to ssDNA induces dimerization of the protein ([@gkt117-B23]). However, in the presence of an excess of ssDNA, a Pif1 monomer is bound to the ssDNA lattice ([@gkt117-B23]). We confirmed this using sedimentation velocity analytical ultracentrifugation of Pif1--DNA complexes formed in the presence of excess nucleic acid, monitoring the sedimentation coefficient of Cy3-labeled ssDNA ([Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt117/-/DC1)). Analysis of the stoichiometry and sedimentation coefficients shows that no more than one Pif1 monomer is bound to each ssDNA. Therefore, under the conditions employed here any observed ssDNA translocation signal originates from a monomer of Pif1 (see below as well).

Stopped-flow studies of the binding of a monomer of Pif1 to Cy3-labeled ssDNA show a Cy3 fluorescence enhancement. The time course of Cy3 fluorescence after mixing 200 nM Pif1 with 400 nM dT~20~-Cy3 (Cy3 is at the 3′ end) in Buffer T~200~ is shown in [Figure 1](#gkt117-F1){ref-type="fig"}a along with the trace after mixing dT~20~-Cy3 with buffer only. The data show that binding of Pif1 to the ssDNA is accompanied by a Cy3 fluorescence increase without significant loss of amplitude in the dead time of mixing. Moreover, control experiments mixing different combinations of Pif1, DNA, ATP and heparin ([Figure 1](#gkt117-F1){ref-type="fig"}a, inset) show that 0.1 mg/ml heparin efficiently prevents Pif1 binding to DNA or any ATP-dependent change in Cy3 fluorescence. Therefore, heparin can be used to trap free Pif1 and ensure single-turnover conditions in translocation experiments ([@gkt117-B27],[@gkt117-B32]). Figure 1.A monomer of Pif1 shows the signature of 5′ to 3′ translocation on ssDNA. (**a**) Time courses of Cy3 fluorescence after mixing 200 nM Pif1 with 400 nM dT~20~-3′-Cy3 (black) or BufferT~200~ only (gray). Inset---Control experiments mixing: 200 nM Pif1 with 400 nM dT~20~-3′-Cy3 and 0.1 mg/ml heparin (red); 200 nM Pif1 and 0.1 mg/ml heparin with 400 nM dT~20~-3′-Cy3 (blue); a complex of 200 nM Pif1 with 400 nM dT~20~-3′-Cy3 pre-formed in presence of 0.1 mg/ml heparin with 1 mM ATP and 0.1 mg/ml heparin (black). (**b**) Time courses of Cy3 fluorescence after mixing a pre-formed complex of 200 nM Pif1 with 400 nM dT~20~-3′-Cy3 in BufferT~200~ with: 0.1 mg/ml heparin (black); 1 mM ATP (red); 1 mM ATP and 0.1 mg/ml heparin (blue); 1 mM (dark gray) or 0.1 mM (gray) ATPγS and 0.1 mg/ml heparin; 1 mM ADP and 0.1 mg/ml heparin (green). (**c**) Time courses of Cy3 fluorescence after mixing a pre-formed complex of 200 nM Pif1 with 5′-Cy3-dT~24~ in BufferT~200~ with: 0.1 mg/ml heparin (black); 1 mM ATP (red); 1 mM ATP and 0.1 mg/ml heparin (blue).

The time course of Cy3 fluorescence after mixing a pre-formed complex of Pif1 and dT~20~-Cy3 with 0.1 mg/ml heparin in Buffer T~200~ is shown in [Figure 1](#gkt117-F1){ref-type="fig"}b (black trace). If Pif1 dissociates from DNA in the presence of heparin it does not rebind to the DNA, therefore the observed Cy3 fluorescence decrease monitors the complete and irreversible dissociation of Pif1 from DNA. The slow apparent rate of dissociation (0.2--0.3 min^−1^) indicates that Pif1 forms a stable complex with ssDNA in the absence of ATP. The time course is very different when the pre-formed complex is mixed with 1 mM ATP ([Figure 1](#gkt117-F1){ref-type="fig"}b, red trace). In this case the Cy3 fluorescence increases within the first second, reaches a plateau and then slowly decreases. The initial rise in fluorescence is expected if Pif1 is able to hydrolyse ATP and translocate in a 5′ to 3′ direction toward the fluorophore. Following the initial rise, the signal will reach a plateau if Pif1 undergoes multiple rounds of translocation and rebinding or if it is stably bound to the end of the DNA. The slow decrease in the Cy3 signal corresponds to dissociation of Pif1 from ssDNA once all the ATP is consumed ([@gkt117-B32],[@gkt117-B42; @gkt117-B43; @gkt117-B44]). When the pre-formed complex is mixed with 0.1 mg/ml heparin and 1 mM ATP the Cy3 fluorescence shows yet a different time course ([Figure 1](#gkt117-F1){ref-type="fig"}b, blue trace). The fluorescence of Cy3 peaks at ∼200 ms and then decays to the same level observed for heparin only (fully dissociated Pif1--DNA complex). Under these single-turnover conditions, imposed by the presence of the protein trap, the Cy3 signal change is consistent with the expected behavior of an enzyme that translocates directionally toward the fluorophore (5′ to 3′ in this case) ([@gkt117-B32],[@gkt117-B42; @gkt117-B43; @gkt117-B44]). Indeed control experiments where Cy3 is placed at the 5′ end of the DNA ([Figure 1](#gkt117-F1){ref-type="fig"}c) show that upon addition of ATP and heparin, the Cy3 fluorescence decreases exponentially (independent of DNA length (data not shown)), consistent with Pif1 moving away from the fluorophore (i.e. with 5′ to 3′ directionality) ([@gkt117-B32],[@gkt117-B42; @gkt117-B43; @gkt117-B44]).

To further test that the Cy3 fluorescence change in presence of ATP and heparin originates from ATP-driven translocation of Pif1 along ssDNA we performed the same experiments in the presence of ATPγS, a non-hydrolysable ATP analog (additional control experiments are shown in [Supplementary Figure S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt117/-/DC1)). When a preformed Pif1--dT~20~-Cy3 complex is mixed with 0.1 mg/ml heparin and 1 mM or 0.1 mM ATPγS in Buffer T~200~ ([Figure 1](#gkt117-F1){ref-type="fig"}b, dark and light gray), Pif1 rapidly dissociates from DNA. Interestingly, the observed rate of Pif1 dissociation (∼3 s^−1^) in the presence of ATPγS is much faster than for the protein in absence of nucleotides (0.2--0.3 min^−1^). This is true also for ADP, the product of ATP hydrolysis ([Figure 1](#gkt117-F1){ref-type="fig"}b, green), although the apparent rate of dissociation is slower than in the presence of ATPγS but still faster than in the absence of nucleotides.

DNA length and ATP concentration dependences show that monomeric Pif1 is a ssDNA translocase
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The data in [Figure 1](#gkt117-F1){ref-type="fig"} strongly suggest that a monomer of Pif1 can translocate with biased 5′ to 3′ directionally, consistent with the polarity of its unwinding activity ([@gkt117-B3; @gkt117-B4; @gkt117-B5]). To probe this further we performed experiments as a function of the DNA length and ATP concentration.

The Cy3 fluorescence time courses after mixing 1 mM ATP and 0.1 mg/ml heparin with pre-formed complexes of Pif1 with different lengths of 3′ end labeled ssDNA (dT~n~-Cy3) in Buffer T~200~ are shown in [Figure 2](#gkt117-F2){ref-type="fig"}a. Two aspects are evident from the data. First, over the short ssDNA lengths examined the total integrated fluorescence change of Cy3 decreases exponentially as the ssDNA length increases ([Supplementary Figure S3a](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt117/-/DC1)). This behavior suggests that Pif1 translocates along ssDNA with relatively low processivity. Second, the time to reach the peak of the Cy3 fluorescence increases as the length of ssDNA increases ([Figure 2](#gkt117-F2){ref-type="fig"}a, inset). From the reciprocal of the slope of this plot we estimate an apparent Pif1 translocates rate of ∼90 nt/s. The apparent rate calculated in this way has been used to determine the rate of translocation of several ssDNA translocates ([@gkt117-B31],[@gkt117-B49],[@gkt117-B50]). However, this method is subject to two main assumptions: (i) the enzyme translocates with infinite processivity; (ii) the translocase is bound randomly to the ssDNA ([@gkt117-B32],[@gkt117-B43]). It has been shown that when these assumptions do not hold the translocation rate calculated in this way can lead to higher estimates of the true translocation rate ([@gkt117-B32],[@gkt117-B43]). A more robust estimate of the translocation rate can be obtained from analysis of the entire time course of the fluorescence change using a model for translocation ([@gkt117-B27],[@gkt117-B32],[@gkt117-B42],[@gkt117-B43]). In the case of Pif1 the observation that the total integrated fluorescence decreases as the ssDNA length increases ([Supplementary Figure S3a](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt117/-/DC1)) clearly points to a translocase with a finite processivity and it suggests that assumption (i) does not hold. Moreover, as we show in the following sections the shape of the Cy3 fluorescence time courses suggests the presence of more than one translocating species of Pif1. Hence we view the rate of 90 nt/s as only an initial estimate of the rate of Pif1 monomer translocation. Figure 2.Pif1 translocates on ssDNA. (**a**) Time courses of the relative Cy3 fluorescence change ((*F~i~* − *F*~end~)/*F*~end~, where *F*~end~ is the Cy3 fluorescence at the end point, corresponding to free ssDNA) after mixing in BufferT~200~ 1 mM ATP and 0.1 mg/ml heparin with pre-formed complexes of 200 nM Pif1 and 400 nM dT~n~-3′-Cy3 of different lengths: *n* = 15 (red); *n* = 20 (black); *n* = 28 (green); *n* = 38 (orange); *n* = 50 (blue). Inset---Time to reach the peak as function of ssDNA length. The standard deviation is calculated from four-independent experiments. (**b**) Time courses of the relative Cy3 fluorescence change after mixing in BufferT~200~ a pre-formed complex of 200 nM Pif1 and 400 nM dT~28~-3′-Cy3 with 0.1 mg/ml heparin and the indicated concentration of ATP (color-coding follows the legend on the figure). (**c**) Same experiments as in (a) but determined in Buffer T~100~. (**d**) Same experiments as in (b) but determined for a complex of Pif1 and dT~38~-3′-Cy3 in Buffer T~100~.

We next examined the ATP concentration dependence of Pif1 translocation. Representative time courses of Cy3 fluorescence after mixing a pre-formed complex of Pif1 and dT~28~-Cy3 with different concentrations of ATP and 0.1 mg/ml heparin in Buffer T~200~ are shown in [Figure 2](#gkt117-F2){ref-type="fig"}b. When the concentration of ATP is decreased the amplitude of the peak decreases, the peak position shifts to longer times and the observed signal broadens, as expected for an ATP-driven translocation process ([@gkt117-B32],[@gkt117-B42; @gkt117-B43; @gkt117-B44]). The increase in the time to reach the Cy3 fluorescence peak as a function of ssDNA length and the behavior of the fluorescence time courses as a function of ATP concentration provide a clear indication that a monomer of Pif1 is an ATP-dependent ssDNA translocase.

Pif1 translocation shows evidence for bimodal behavior
------------------------------------------------------

Our attempts to fit the time courses in [Figure 2](#gkt117-F2){ref-type="fig"}a using a simple *n*-step sequential model for a single translocating species ([@gkt117-B32],[@gkt117-B42; @gkt117-B43; @gkt117-B44]) show significant deviations from the experimental time courses ([Supplementary Figure S6a](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt117/-/DC1)). This is especially obvious at the lower ATP concentrations for longer ssDNA lengths and longer times, where a pronounced tail in the Cy3 signal is observed ([Figure 2](#gkt117-F2){ref-type="fig"}b). Moreover, the shape of the Cy3 fluorescence time courses changes when the experiments are performed under different solution conditions.

The data in [Figure 2](#gkt117-F2){ref-type="fig"}c show the same experiments as in [Figure 2](#gkt117-F2){ref-type="fig"}a but at 100 mM NaCl (Buffer T~100~). At this lower NaCl concentration the data for the longer ssDNA lengths show a second peak in the Cy3 fluorescence time courses ([Figure 2](#gkt117-F2){ref-type="fig"}c, red arrow). In addition, both the position and amplitude of the first Cy3 fluorescence peak change as the length of the ssDNA increases, indicating that Pif1 translocates on the substrates. From the linear dependence of the time to reach this first peak as a function of ssDNA length ([Figure 2](#gkt117-F2){ref-type="fig"}c, inset) we estimate an apparent translocation rate of ∼85 nt/s (again, this is only an estimate, see above and ([@gkt117-B32],[@gkt117-B43])).

The presence of a second peak in the Cy3 fluorescence time courses becomes even more evident for experiments performed at different ATP concentrations. [Figure 2](#gkt117-F2){ref-type="fig"}d shows the time courses after mixing a pre-formed Pif1--dT~38~Cy3 complex with different concentrations of ATP and 0.1 mg/ml heparin in Buffer T~100~. As the ATP concentration is decreased, the first peak in the Cy3 fluorescence shifts to longer times, its amplitude decreases and the signal broadens as expected for an ATP-dependent translocase ([Figure 2](#gkt117-F2){ref-type="fig"}b). However, the second Cy3 fluorescence peak also shifts to longer times, suggesting that this new peak originates from an ATP-dependent translocation process as well.

Interestingly, the data obtained with longer ssDNAs at 200 mM NaCl do not show clear evidence of the second peak, although a long tail in the fluorescence signal is observed, especially at low ATP concentrations ([Figure 2](#gkt117-F2){ref-type="fig"}b). Indeed, the fractional contribution of this second peak to the total Cy3 fluorescence is modulated by the NaCl concentration ([Figure 3](#gkt117-F3){ref-type="fig"}a). As the concentration of NaCl is increased the position of the first peak is little affected while the initial fluorescence signal decreases, suggesting that a smaller fraction of Pif1 is initially bound to ssDNA (consistent with a decrease in DNA-binding affinity at higher \[NaCl\], RG unpublished observation). At the same time the fraction of the second peak decreases at higher NaCl concentrations. However, this second translocation process still contributes even at the higher NaCl and ATP concentrations. Figure 3.Pif1 shows evidence of a second population that can translocate on ssDNA. (**a**) Time courses of the relative Cy3 fluorescence change after mixing a pre-formed complex of 200 nM Pif1 with 400 nM dT~38~-Cy3 and 1 mM ATP and 0.1 mg/ml heparin in BufferT at the different NaCl concentrations indicated in the figure. (**b**) Normalized Cy3 fluorescence signal after mixing in Buffer T~100~ 0.5 mM ATP and 0.1 mg/ml heparin with complexes of 400 nM dT~38~-Cy3 pre-formed with different concentrations of Pif1: 350 nM (orange); 300 nM (black); 200 nM (red); 150 nM (blue).

In the presence of excess DNA both sedimentation velocity analysis of Pif1--ssDNA complexes ([Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt117/-/DC1)) and titrations performed under stoichiometric conditions indicate that a single monomer of Pif1 is bound to the DNA ([@gkt117-B23]). To further test the possibility that the observed second peak in the Cy3 fluorescence time courses originates from a small fraction of dimeric Pif1 bound to ssDNA, we performed translocation experiments at different DNA to protein ratios. If this second peak were due to a small fraction of dimeric Pif1, as the amount of Pif1 relative to DNA is increased the fraction of the observed second peak should increase; however, this is not observed. The normalized Cy3 fluorescence after mixing pre-formed complexes of 400 nM dT~38~-Cy3 and different concentrations of Pif1 (150--350 nM) with 0.5 mM ATP and 0.1 mg/ml heparin in Buffer T~100~ is shown in [Figure 3](#gkt117-F3){ref-type="fig"}b. Within experimental error the distribution and relative amplitudes of the first and second peak are independent of Pif1 concentration, confirming that the observed behavior does not originate from a small fraction of dimeric Pif1.

Additional control experiments further suggest that the second peak in the Cy3 fluorescence time course does not originate (i) from a simple fluorophore effect ([Supplementary Figure S3b](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt117/-/DC1)); (ii) an effect of heparin ([Supplementary Figure S3c](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt117/-/DC1)); (iii) from a partially altered ATP-binding site ([Supplementary Figure S3d](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt117/-/DC1)); (iv) from ADP accumulation ([Supplementary Figure S3e](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt117/-/DC1)); (v) from a specific base-effect of nucleotide binding/hydrolysis ([Supplementary Figure S3f](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt117/-/DC1)); (vi) from a temperature effect ([Supplementary Figure S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt117/-/DC1)). We also find that the first and second peaks in the Cy3 fluorescence time courses do not interconvert on the time scale of translocation ([Supplementary Figure S5a](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt117/-/DC1)).

Modeling Pif1 translocation
---------------------------

In light of the observations presented in the previous sections, we analysed the Cy3 fluorescence time courses with a two-population, *n*-step sequential translocation model according to [Scheme 1](#gkt117-F7){ref-type="fig"} (adapted from ([@gkt117-B27])), where the two populations of Pif1 cannot re-equilibrate on the time scale of translocation. In [Scheme 1](#gkt117-F7){ref-type="fig"} either population of Pif1 can move independently along ssDNA with its own population-specific translocation rate constant according to an *n*-step sequential translocation mechanism. Upon addition of ATP each population translocates with finite processivity along the ssDNA in a series of repeated steps until they reach the 3′ end and dissociate from the ssDNA. At any point during translocation each population can also dissociate from internal sites along the ssDNA. Pif1 re-binding to ssDNA is prevented by the presence of heparin as a protein trap. The average number of nucleotides translocated between consecutive rate-limiting steps is defined as the translocation kinetic step-size, *m* ([@gkt117-B27]). Details of the model, its assumptions and fitting routine are discussed in [Supplementary Material](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt117/-/DC1). Scheme 1.

[Figure 4](#gkt117-F4){ref-type="fig"}a and b shows representative fits of the time courses collected at 100 mM NaCl and high and low ATP concentrations, where the presence of the second Cy3 fluorescence peak is more pronounced. For the longest ssDNA lengths the model in [Scheme 1](#gkt117-F7){ref-type="fig"} captures the second Cy3 fluorescence peak. Therefore, this suggests that this second peak in the Cy3 fluorescence time courses arises from a second, translocating population of Pif1. Also, for the data collected at 200 mM NaCl the fit with a two-population *n*-step sequential translocation model captures the time courses at longer times, especially for the lower concentrations of ATP ([Supplementary Figure S8c](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt117/-/DC1)). This confirms that the second population of translocating Pif1, although small, is still present at this higher NaCl concentration. However, the lack of a well-defined peak prevents a reliable estimate of the translocation parameters for this population under these conditions ([Supplementary Table S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt117/-/DC1)). Figure 4.Analysis of Pif1 translocation on ssDNA. (**a**, **b**) Selected examples of the fitting according to [Scheme 1](#gkt117-F7){ref-type="fig"} (red) of the Pif1 translocation data (black) collected at 100 mM NaCl after mixing with 0.1 mg/ml and 1 mM ATP (a) and 0.1 mM ATP (b). (**c**) Macroscopic translocation rate as function of the final concentration of ATP (after mixing) determined from the fitting according to [Scheme 1](#gkt117-F7){ref-type="fig"} for all the data collected. (**d**) The apparent step-size calculated at either NaCl concentration examined.

The apparent translocation rate (*m* \* *k*~t~) as function of ATP concentration calculated from the analysis of all the data with [Scheme 1](#gkt117-F7){ref-type="fig"} is shown in [Figure 4](#gkt117-F4){ref-type="fig"}c. For both populations the observed translocation rates follow an apparently simple Michaelis--Menten dependence, consistent with ATP-driven translocation processes that originate from ATP hydrolysis at a single-site (i.e. a monomer of Pif1). The two populations of Pif1 translocate with different rates (81 ± 8 nt/s versus 35 ± 5 nt/s) at saturating \[ATP\], but with similar apparent K~M~ for ATP (210 ± 44 µM versus 302 ± 83 µM). Therefore, analysis with the model in [Scheme 1](#gkt117-F7){ref-type="fig"} strongly suggests that the major difference between the two Pif1 populations is the rate at which they translocate along ssDNA. Also, the 'fast' population of Pif1 appears to translocate only slightly slower at the higher NaCl concentration (63 ± 3 nt/s versus 81 ± 8 nt/s), suggesting that the observed translocation rate is moderately affected by the concentration of NaCl. However, at the higher NaCl concentration Pif1 shows a lower apparent K~M~ for ATP (67 ± 10 µM versus 210 ± 44 µM). This difference could originate from a difference in affinity for ATP, an effect of NaCl concentration on the rate of ATP hydrolysis or the presence of a larger contribution at the lower NaCl concentration of the second population that can hydrolyse ATP as well.

The kinetic step-size (i.e. the number of nucleotides translocated between two successive rate-limiting steps) is calculated from the linear dependence of the fitted number of steps as a function of ssDNA length ([Supplementary Figure S7a](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt117/-/DC1)) ([@gkt117-B32],[@gkt117-B42; @gkt117-B43; @gkt117-B44]). For Pif1 translocation the calculated step-size shows a marked non-linear dependence as function of ATP concentration, with a plateau value of ∼0.5 nt at high ATP and 1--2 nt in the limit of low ATP concentrations ([Figure 4](#gkt117-F4){ref-type="fig"}d). Reasons that can lead to a non-constant kinetic step-size as a function of ATP concentration have been discussed ([@gkt117-B43],[@gkt117-B51]). Work on RecBCD unwinding (formally the mechanism is the same as translocation, i.e. *n*-step sequential) has shown that the value of the step-size might be deflated by the presence in the translocation cycle of multiple rate-limiting steps between each repeating ATP-binding step ([@gkt117-B51]). This scenario leads, at high ATP concentration, to a value of the kinetic step-size half of its true value ([@gkt117-B51]). Given the observation that at high ATP concentration the kinetic step-size for Pif1 has a value of ∼0.5 nt (less than what expected for a physical limit of 1 nt), we favor the interpretation that it is deflated by the presence of multiple rate-limiting steps. As the ATP concentration is decreased, the kinetic step-size of Pif1 approaches the value of ∼1--2 nt ([Figure 4](#gkt117-F4){ref-type="fig"}d).

Finally, we note that at the higher ATP concentrations and especially at the higher \[NaCl\] the model in [Scheme 1](#gkt117-F7){ref-type="fig"} does not describe well the first Cy3 fluorescence peak for the longer ssDNA lengths ([Supplementary Figure S8b](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt117/-/DC1)). This suggests that a more complex mechanism should be considered and that the kinetic parameters determined with the model in [Scheme 1](#gkt117-F7){ref-type="fig"} might be affected. Therefore, we considered modifications to [Scheme 1](#gkt117-F7){ref-type="fig"} that might account for this deviation. Simulations in [Supplementary Figure S8d](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt117/-/DC1) suggest that including in [Scheme 1](#gkt117-F7){ref-type="fig"} an initial isomerization of Pif1 from a non-productive to a productive complex ([@gkt117-B32],[@gkt117-B42; @gkt117-B43; @gkt117-B44]) is not sufficient to describe the first Cy3 fluorescence peak. Next, we considered the effect of a small bias of Pif1 either toward the ends or the middle of the ssDNA has on the Cy3 fluorescence time courses ([Supplementary Figure S9](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt117/-/DC1)). Inclusion in the model in [Scheme 1](#gkt117-F7){ref-type="fig"} of a small bias of Pif1 for the center of the ssDNA or positions 10 nt to the left or right of it can simulate the translocation traces. Interestingly agreement between the observed Cy3 fluorescence time courses and the simulations is obtained without changing the macroscopic translocation rate (*m* \* *k*~t~), *k*~d~ and *k*~end~ determined from fitting the data using [Scheme 1](#gkt117-F7){ref-type="fig"} ([Supplementary Table S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt117/-/DC1)) and assuming a kinetic step-size of 1 nt. These simulations suggest that although the fitting according to [Scheme 1](#gkt117-F7){ref-type="fig"} does not capture well the first peak in the Cy3 fluorescence time courses at high ATP and NaCl concentrations, the kinetic parameters calculated with this model are not strongly affected by a potential bias for Pif1 binding to internal positions of the ssDNA.

Monomeric Pif1 has lower helicase activity than a dimer
-------------------------------------------------------

The data presented in the previous sections clearly show that monomers of Pif1 can translocate on ssDNA. Next, we asked whether Pif1 monomers are also able to unwind dsDNA. For these experiments we used the signal change of Cy3 that is observed during translocation. In this case the Cy3 label is at the end of a 20-bp duplex region at the 3′ end of the Pif1 translocating strand (substrates D~1~ and D~2~ in [Figure 5](#gkt117-F5){ref-type="fig"}a and b, [Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt117/-/DC1)). If Pif1 is able to unwind the duplex and reach the end, an increase in Cy3 fluorescence similar to the one observed for translocation on ssDNA will be observed. Figure 5.A monomer of Pif1 can unwind dsDNA albeit with lower efficiency than a dimer. (**a**) Cy3 fluorescence after mixing in Buffer T~100~: (black) a pre-formed complex of 200 nM Pif1 and 400 nM 3′ end Cy3-labeled bottom strand of substrate D~1~ with 1 mM ATP and 0.1 mg/ml heparin; (gray) a complex of 200 nM Pif1 and 400 nM substrate D~1~ with 0.1 mg/ml heparin only; a complex of Pif1 and 400 nM substrate D~1~ formed at either a 1:2 (red) or a 2:1 (blue) ratio of protein to DNA with 1 mM ATP and 0.1 mg/ml heparin. (**b**) Same experiments as in (a) but performed on substrate D~2~. (**c**) Same experiments as in (a) and (b) performed in the absence of heparin: 3′ end Cy3-labeled bottom strand of substrate D~1~ (black); substrate D~1~ at 1:2 (red) and 2:1 (blue) ratio of Pif1 to DNA; substrate D~2~ at 1:2 (magenta) and 2:1 (light blue). (**d**) Unwinding experiments performed by mixing 1 mM ATP with 400 nM of ^32^P-labeled substrates in complex with: a 2:1 ratio of Pif1 to substrate D~1~ (lane 2) or D~2~ (lane 7); a 1:2 ratio of Pif1 to substrate D~1~ (lane 3) or D~2~ (lane 8). Lanes 4 and 9, 5 and 10 are the same experiments performed by mixing with 1 mM ATP and 0.1 mg/ml heparin. Lanes 1 and 6, DNA substrates alone.

Pif1 translocates on the Cy3-labeled bottom strand of substrate D~1~ that contains a sequence of mixed composition proximal to the Cy3 label ([Figure 5](#gkt117-F5){ref-type="fig"}a, black trace). Interestingly, comparison with a homo-oligodeoxynucleotide of the same length (dT~28~-Cy3) suggests that translocation of Pif1 is sensitive to the sequence composition of the ssDNA ([Supplementary Figure S5b](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt117/-/DC1)). No Cy3 fluorescence change is detected when a monomer of Pif1 on substrate D~1~ (the complex is formed in Buffer T~100~ at a 1:2 ratio of protein to DNA) is mixed with 0.1 mg/ml heparin in the absence of ATP ([Figure 5](#gkt117-F5){ref-type="fig"}a, gray trace). This is consistent with the need of ATP hydrolysis to drive translocation and/or unwinding. However, a small albeit detectable change in Cy3 fluorescence is observed when the same complex is mixed with 1 mM ATP and 0.1 mg/ml heparin ([Figure 5](#gkt117-F5){ref-type="fig"}a, red trace). The very fact that in the presence of ATP a change in Cy3 fluorescence is detected shows that Pif1 must move toward the fluorophore, suggesting that a monomer of Pif1 is able to at least partially unwind the dsDNA region (see below). Under conditions where a dimer of Pif1 is bound to substrate D~1~ (the complex is formed at a 2:1 ratio of protein to DNA ([@gkt117-B23])) the change in Cy3 fluorescence is even more pronounced ([Figure 5](#gkt117-F5){ref-type="fig"}a, blue trace). Also, for substrate D~1~ the position of the peak in the Cy3 fluorescence is shifted to longer times as compared to the bottom strand ssDNA ([Figure 5](#gkt117-F5){ref-type="fig"}a, black versus red or blue traces), suggesting that the presence of the duplex affects the initial distribution of bound Pif1 and possibly the translocation rate. A similar behavior is observed with substrate D~2~ ([Figure 5](#gkt117-F5){ref-type="fig"}b). It has been shown that the presence of a 3′-ssDNA tail stimulates the unwinding activity of Pif1 ([@gkt117-B22]) and that it stabilizes a dimer of Pif1 ([@gkt117-B23]). Indeed, under conditions where a dimer of Pif1 is formed on substrate D~2~ ([Figure 5](#gkt117-F5){ref-type="fig"}b, blue trace) the amplitude of the observed Cy3 fluorescence peak is ∼2-fold higher than the one observed on substrate D~1~. When a monomer of Pif1 is formed on substrate D~2~ ([Figure 5](#gkt117-F5){ref-type="fig"}b, red trace) a change in Cy3 fluorescence is observed, again consistent with the ability of the monomer to unwind the duplex region of the substrate while translocating toward the 3′ end. These data suggest that a monomer of Pif1 retains some DNA unwinding activity, although the extent of the reaction is dramatically reduced as compared to a Pif1 dimer.

We note that in the presence of heparin (to ensure single-turnover conditions) the Cy3 fluorescence after reaching the peak does not return to baseline (e.g. blue trace in [Figure 5](#gkt117-F5){ref-type="fig"}b). Although at present we do not know the physical origin of this phenomenon, it is possible that either the nature of the substrate or the presence of heparin might contribute to this behavior. Therefore, we performed the same experiments as in [Figure 5](#gkt117-F5){ref-type="fig"}a and b in the absence of heparin, allowing for possible multiple turnover of the enzyme ([Figure 5](#gkt117-F5){ref-type="fig"}c). Under conditions where a monomer of Pif1 is formed on the substrate (*P* \< *D*), the Cy3 fluorescence increases when the pre-formed complexes are mixed with 1 mM ATP ([Figure 5](#gkt117-F5){ref-type="fig"}c, red and magenta). This suggests that a monomer of Pif1 is able to approach the label during translocation and unwind the duplex, consistent with the observations in the presence of heparin. Under conditions where a dimer of Pif1 is formed on the substrate (*P* \> *D*) ([Figure 5](#gkt117-F5){ref-type="fig"}c, dark and light blue) the change in Cy3 fluorescence after mixing with 1 mM ATP is larger than for a monomer of Pif1 on the same substrates. Moreover, the maximum fluorescence is reached faster, suggesting that a dimer of Pif1 has higher unwinding activity. Also, on substrate D~2~ the maximum in Cy3 fluorescence is reached faster than on substrate D~1~, consistent with the ability of the 3′-ssDNA tail to stimulate the unwinding activity of Pif1 ([@gkt117-B22]).

It should be pointed out that experiments monitoring the Cy3 fluorescence do not directly report on the amount of unwound but rather on the approach of Pif1 toward the labeled 3′ end. Therefore, next we performed experiments with ^32^P-labeled substrates monitoring the extent of unwinding using standard native gel electrophoresis (see Materials and Methods). In the absence of heparin and under conditions where a dimer of Pif1 is bound to the 5′-ssDNA extension of D~1~ and D~2~ both substrates are unwound ([Figure 5](#gkt117-F5){ref-type="fig"}d, lanes 2 and 7). However, under conditions where a monomer of Pif1 is bound to the substrates the extent of DNA unwinding is lower ([Figure 5](#gkt117-F5){ref-type="fig"}d, lanes 3 and 8). These data suggest that the Cy3 fluorescence changes observed [Figure 5](#gkt117-F5){ref-type="fig"}c indeed report on Pif1 translocation and unwinding.

Finally, in the presence of heparin neither a dimer nor a monomer of Pif1 can unwind the substrates ([Figure 5](#gkt117-F5){ref-type="fig"}d, lanes 4, 5, 9 and 10). This is different from what we observe in the Cy3 fluorescence experiments ([Figure 5](#gkt117-F5){ref-type="fig"}a and b). The lack of a significant extent of DNA unwinding cannot simply originate from dissociation of Pif1 before initiation of unwinding. If this were the case, no fluorescence change of Cy3 should have been detected in [Figure 5](#gkt117-F5){ref-type="fig"}a and b. In the presence of heparin, the very low extent of unwinding suggests that the Cy3 fluorescence increase after addition of ATP does not originate from complete unwinding but rather from a partial opening of the duplex and translocation of Pif1 toward the dye before dissociation and trapping. It is possible that unlike translocation on ssDNA, the processivity of Pif1 during unwinding is strongly affected by the presence of heparin as a protein trap ([@gkt117-B22]).

The translocase activity of Pif1 may be used to displace proteins bound to DNA
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The data in the previous sections show that a monomer of Pif1 is able to translocate with a 5′ to 3′ directionality on ssDNA and suggest that it can at least partially unwind a short duplex, albeit at a lower extent as compared to a dimeric species. Even though a monomer of Pif1 does not show strong helicase activity, it can be argued that the translocation activity of monomeric Pif1 on ssDNA could be used exclusively as part of the helicase mechanism of the dimeric Pif1. Therefore, we next tested whether the translocation activity of Pif1 monomer could contribute to functions that are independent of the unwinding activity, i.e. protein displacement. As a proxy for protein displacement we employed an assay that monitors the displacement of streptavidin bound to a biotin on the ssDNA ([@gkt117-B45; @gkt117-B46; @gkt117-B47; @gkt117-B48]). The basic idea of this assay is shown in [Figure 6](#gkt117-F6){ref-type="fig"}a. If Pif1 is able to displace the bound streptavidin via its translocation activity, under conditions where streptavidin is prevented from re-binding to the nucleic acid (excess biotin), displacement will result in the accumulation of free ssDNA. All the reactions are quenched with EDTA to block the ATPase activity of Pif1 and poly(dT) to trap dissociated Pif1. Figure 6.Pif1 can displace streptavidin from ssDNA. (**a**) Schematic of the displacement reaction (**b**) Unwinding reactions in Buffer T~100~ are monitored via the fluorescence of the Cy3-labeled substrates indicated in the figure (see Materials and Methods for details). Lanes 1 and 9, substrates alone. Lane 2, complex of 400 nM substrate with streptavidin (4-fold excess) followed by the addition of free biotin (10-fold excess relative to streptavidin). Lanes 3 and 8, complex of 400 nM substrates with streptavidin is reacted with 200 nM Pif1 (1:2 ratio to substrate, + ) followed by the addition of free biotin. Lanes 4 and 7, same complexes as in lanes 3 and 8 followed by the addition of free biotin and 1 mM ATP. Lanes 5 and 6, same reactions as in lanes 3 and 4 but performed with a 2:1 ratio (++) of Pif1 to substrate.

Binding of streptavidin to a biotin placed in proximity of the 3′ end of the ssDNA results in the formation of a low mobility complex and, on the time scale of the experiment, addition of excess, free biotin does not lead to dissociation of bound streptavidin ([Figure 6](#gkt117-F6){ref-type="fig"}b, lane 2). When a complex of Pif1 with streptavidin-bound ssDNA (formed at a 1:2 or a 2:1 ratio of Pif1 to ssDNA) is incubated with excess biotin for 10 min in the absence of ATP, no accumulation of free ssDNA is detected ([Figure 6](#gkt117-F6){ref-type="fig"}b, lanes 3 and 5). This indicates that the simple binding of Pif1 to ssDNA does not lead to displacement of streptavidin. However, if ATP is added immediately after addition of excess biotin and the reaction incubated for 10 min before quenching, free ssDNA is generated ([Figure 6](#gkt117-F6){ref-type="fig"}b, lanes 4 and 6). This suggests that during ATP hydrolysis and translocation Pif1 can displace streptavidin bound to the ssDNA. When the biotin is placed at the 5′ end of the ssDNA ([Figure 6](#gkt117-F6){ref-type="fig"}b, lanes 7--9), no streptavidin displacement is observed, once again consistent with the 5′ to 3′ directionality of translocation ([Figure 1](#gkt117-F1){ref-type="fig"}).

DISCUSSION
==========

In this study we showed that a monomer of Pif1 is able to translocate on ssDNA with a 5′ to 3′ directionality, consistent with the polarity observed for its helicase activity ([@gkt117-B3; @gkt117-B4; @gkt117-B5]). Interestingly, all the experiments monitoring the helicase activity of Pif1 have been performed under conditions of large excess of the helicase ([@gkt117-B6],[@gkt117-B15],[@gkt117-B22],[@gkt117-B23]). We recently showed that under these conditions Pif1 forms a dimer on the ssDNA tail of the DNA substrates to be unwound ([@gkt117-B23]). This suggests that a dimeric species of Pif1 might be responsible for the unwinding activity or at least for the initial species poised to catalyse the reaction under these conditions ([@gkt117-B23]). In its function as a helicase Pif1 must be able to translocate along at least one ssDNA strand while the other strand of the duplex is being displaced. In this work we show that indeed monomers of Pif1 can translocate on ssDNA in the 5′ to 3′ direction. How and whether the translocase activity of Pif1 is changed during unwinding is not yet known. The data also show that while a monomer of Pif1 can translocate on ssDNA and has some unwinding activity, formation of a dimer leads to a stimulation of the helicase activity. Whether formation of a dimer of Pif1 also leads to a more efficient translocase on ssDNA is currently not known. These observations suggest that regulation of the oligomeric state of Pif1 on DNA might play an important role in determining whether Pif1 is able to unwind efficiently double-stranded nucleic acids (helicase). Modulation of the oligomeric state as a possible mechanism for regulating helicase activity has strong experimental support for other systems ([@gkt117-B24]). Analysis of the translocation and unwinding activities of *Escherichia coli* UvrD and Rep and *B. stearothermophilus* PcrA shows that while a monomer of the enzyme can translocate on ssDNA it cannot unwind even short dsDNA substrates ([@gkt117-B26],[@gkt117-B27],[@gkt117-B33],[@gkt117-B35],[@gkt117-B52; @gkt117-B53; @gkt117-B54]). For these systems helicase activity (i.e. unwinding) is achieved either via dimerization, relief of domain inhibition or interaction with an effector protein ([@gkt117-B24],[@gkt117-B28],[@gkt117-B53],[@gkt117-B55]). Recently, it has been shown that UvrD can load at specific ss/dsDNA junctions in an orientation that allows translocation away from the junction along the ssDNA, potentially facilitating RecA displacement from the ssDNA ([@gkt117-B35]). The UvrD homolog in *S. cerevisiae,* Srs2, is also able to unwind dsDNA and it can translocate along ssDNA ([@gkt117-B36]). The translocase activity of Srs2 might be used to facilitate displacement of Rad51 bound to ssDNA ([@gkt117-B56; @gkt117-B57; @gkt117-B58; @gkt117-B59; @gkt117-B60; @gkt117-B61]). In contrast, biochemical analysis of the unwinding activity of *E.coli* TraI, RecG, RecQ and T4 phage Dda and HCV NS3 suggests that in these cases a monomer is able to unwind dsDNA ([@gkt117-B62; @gkt117-B63; @gkt117-B64; @gkt117-B65; @gkt117-B66; @gkt117-B67; @gkt117-B68]). However, for some of these systems (i.e. RecQ, Dda and NS3) it has also been shown that oligomerization stimulates the helicase activity ([@gkt117-B65],[@gkt117-B66],[@gkt117-B68; @gkt117-B69; @gkt117-B70]). The lack of a clear all-or-none effect of monomer versus dimer species on the unwinding activity suggests that Pif1 behaves similarly to the latter helicases where oligomerization plays a stimulatory role ([@gkt117-B24],[@gkt117-B55],[@gkt117-B65],[@gkt117-B66],[@gkt117-B68; @gkt117-B69; @gkt117-B70]).

Analysis of the ssDNA translocation time courses in [Figure 2](#gkt117-F2){ref-type="fig"} by monitoring the Cy3 fluorescence peak time as function of the ssDNA length provides clear evidence that Pif1 translocates on ssDNA. However, as already pointed out this analysis is a first-order approximation and its assumptions and caveats have been clearly discussed ([@gkt117-B32],[@gkt117-B43]). More to the point of this work, the shape of the Cy3 fluorescence time courses clearly shows a more complex profile than accounted for by a simple translocation mechanism (e.g. a basic one population *n*-step sequential mechanism ([@gkt117-B27],[@gkt117-B32])). To our surprise the time courses of Pif1 translocation show the presence of a second peak in the Cy3 fluorescence. This second peak is more prominent for longer ssDNA lengths and lower NaCl concentrations. We showed that the appearance of this second peak in the translocation signal of Pif1 could not be ascribed to the presence of a small fraction of dimeric enzyme, to a simple fluorophore effect, to an effect of heparin as a protein trap, to a temperature effect, to a partially altered ATP-binding site or to a specific base-effect of nucleotide binding/hydrolysis or ADP accumulation. Rather, the simplest mechanism that can give rise to such a behavior is the presence on ssDNA of two independent populations of Pif1, both able to translocate on ssDNA but unable to interconvert between each other on the time scale of translocation ([Scheme 1](#gkt117-F7){ref-type="fig"}). In the basic version of this model, each population of Pif1 is assumed to initially bind randomly to the ssDNA and then translocate unidirectionally toward the 3′ end of the ssDNA with an *n*-step sequential mechanism. On the one hand, this simplified model captures the appearance of the second peak in the Cy3 fluorescence time courses at ATP concentrations where the presence of the second population of translocating Pif1 is significant (low NaCl concentration). On the other hand, this simplified translocation scheme does not fit the faster peak as well, suggesting that a more complex mechanism needs to be considered. Simulations of different simple variations to [Scheme 1](#gkt117-F7){ref-type="fig"} suggest that the discrepancy between the simplified model and the observed signal for the fast population of Pif1 cannot simply be ascribed to the presence of an initial isomerization of DNA-bound Pif1 between a non-productive and a productive state for translocation ([Supplementary Figure S7d](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt117/-/DC1)). Interestingly, the assumption that for the longer lengths of ssDNA a small fraction of Pif1 has an initial bias for the center of the lattice is able to better describe the behavior of the fast moving population ([Supplementary Figure S8](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt117/-/DC1)). In these simulations we used the kinetic parameters calculated from the simplified model and we only changed the relative fraction of Pif1 bound to different positions along the ssDNA. This suggests that a small bias of Pif1 for the center of the ssDNA does not lead to a strong effect on the observed kinetic parameters but rather on the observed shape of the translocation signal. With our current knowledge of the system and given the complexity of the mechanism this suggests that the translocation parameters determined from fitting all the data to [Scheme 1](#gkt117-F7){ref-type="fig"} provide a reliable estimate of these parameters. Therefore, the data in [Figure 4](#gkt117-F4){ref-type="fig"}c suggest that at saturating concentrations of ATP the two populations of Pif1 translocate on ssDNA with different macroscopic rate constants. The second population of Pif1 translocates with a macroscopic rate that is ∼half of the fast moving one (81 ± 8 nt/s versus 35 ± 5 nt/s). Also, according to [Scheme 1](#gkt117-F7){ref-type="fig"} the determined kinetic step-size shows a marked non-linear dependence upon ATP concentration suggesting a step-size for Pif1 on the order of 1--2 nt at limiting concentrations of ATP (Results and [Figure 4](#gkt117-F4){ref-type="fig"}d).

It is evident from the above discussion that the mechanism of Pif1 translocation on ssDNA is more complex than could be inferred based on only a simple time-to-peak analysis of the translocation profiles. The observation of the presence on ssDNA of a second population of translocating Pif1 is novel and exciting. Currently, the molecular origin of the second population of Pif1 and the origin of the apparent bias of the fast population for the center of the ssDNA are not known. Interestingly, both appear only when we examine translocation of Pif1 on single-stranded nucleic acids that are at least three times its contact site-size (∼6--8 nt) ([@gkt117-B23]) and at NaCl concentrations where the affinity for ssDNA is increased (RG, unpublished). It is tempting to speculate that a possible origin for these behaviors might be due to a partial wrapping of ssDNA around Pif1. In this case, it would be expected that wrapping would lead to a decreased dissociation rate constant from ssDNA. Consistent with this expectation, in the presence of ATPγS the apparent dissociation rate constant of Pif1 from internal sites (poly(dT)) is lower than from short DNA ([Supplementary Figure S7](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt117/-/DC1)). In any case, the fraction of Pif1 bound to ssDNA that contributes to the second population is rather small. Also, whether this population of Pif1 has any role in the mechanism of unwinding or telomerase displacement remains to be determined.

Pif1 is the only helicase in yeast that has been shown to have a direct effect on the telomerase ([@gkt117-B19]). Biochemical and genetic evidence shows that Pif1 acts as an inhibitor of the telomerase ([@gkt117-B6],[@gkt117-B9]). It has been shown *in vitro* that Pif1 can displace the minimal catalytic active telomerase (Est2--TLC1 RNA complex) bound to single-stranded telomeric sequences ([@gkt117-B6]). Displacement of the telomerase by Pif1 is suggested to originate from the ability of Pif1 to unwind the RNA--DNA heteroduplex formed between the telomerase TLC1 RNA and the ssDNA at telomeres ([@gkt117-B6],[@gkt117-B22]). This suggestion follows from the observation that Pif1 is more efficient in unwinding RNA--DNA heteroduplexes than dsDNA model substrates ([@gkt117-B22]). The activity of Pif1 on the telomerase clearly relies on its ability to hydrolyse ATP (a mutant in the Walker A site does not displace the telomerase) ([@gkt117-B6]). Interestingly, *in vivo* over-expression of Pif1 also leads to the displacement of Est1, one of the accessory proteins of the telomerase ([@gkt117-B6]). The mechanism by which *in vivo* over-expression of Pif1 leads to dissociation of the telomerase and Est1 remains to be determined. Est1 not only interacts with the TLC1 RNA of the telomerase but also with Cdc13, the single-stranded DNA-binding protein at telomerase ([@gkt117-B71; @gkt117-B72; @gkt117-B73; @gkt117-B74]). Moreover, in addition to the active site where the RNA--DNA hybrid is formed between the TLC1 RNA and the 3′ end of the telomeric ssDNA, Est2 contains a separate domain (the 'anchor' site) that is important for its interaction with the ssDNA of the telomere ([@gkt117-B75],[@gkt117-B76]). Finally, mutational analysis of Est2 has identified few residues that are important for Pif1 function ([@gkt117-B77]). Interestingly, pull-down experiments did not show a direct interaction between Pif1 and Est2, rather they showed a yet unexplained interaction of Pif1 with TLC1 RNA ([@gkt117-B77]).

The complex network of interactions of the telomerase bound at the telomere and the available experimental evidence on Pif1 suggest that while the helicase activity of Pif1 could play a role in the displacement of the telomerase, it might not be the sole factor. The observation in this work that Pif1 monomers can translocate along ssDNA opens the possibility that this activity could contribute to the displacement of the telomerase by relieving specific telomerase--ssDNA interactions. In this regard, direct evidence of a role of Pif1 translocase activity in the displacement of the telomerase is not yet available. However, a prerequisite for this hypothesis is that the translocation activity of Pif1 is not used exclusively during the unwinding of duplex nucleic acids but that it can be used for other functions (e.g. protein displacement) that do not require helicase activity. As proof of principle, in this work we used streptavidin displacement as a proxy for protein displacement from ssDNA and show that Pif1 translocase activity can indeed be used for an activity that is independent of unwinding. The data in [Figure 6](#gkt117-F6){ref-type="fig"} show that in the presence of ATP either a monomer or a dimer of Pif1 can displace streptavidin bound to a biotin placed in close proximity of the 3′ end of the ssDNA. When streptavidin is bound to a biotin at the 5′ end of the ssDNA no displacement is observed. These data are consistent with the ability of Pif1 to translocate in the 5′ to 3′ direction and suggest that the translocation activity of Pif1 could be used in activities other than unwinding. We would like to point out that we are not suggesting that Pif1 displaces streptavidin therefore it displaces the telomerase. In this contest, streptavidin displacement assay is used to simply suggest that translocation might be used to perform activities other than unwinding and that the proposed helicase activity of Pif1 in displacing the telomerase might not be the sole contributing factor. Whether this activity might be contributing to the displacement of the telomerase remains to be explored. Also, it should be pointed out that the efficiency of streptavidin displacement is low. If indeed the translocation and protein displacement activities of Pif1 were to contribute to the mechanism of telomerase displacement, it is possible that specific and transient interactions would lead to an increase in the efficiency of the reaction.

Recent work on the effect of different helicases on the ability of the replication fork to progress through sites that are difficult to replicate (either because of DNA structural barriers or tightly bound proteins) suggest a possible role of Pif1 in helping the replication fork to move more efficiently across sites of the DNA bound by proteins ([@gkt117-B78]). It remains to be determined whether this function is coupled to the helicase activity of Pif1 or it originates from the ability of Pif1 to translocate on ssDNA as shown in this work. Finally, Pif1 down regulates the *de novo* telomere addition to double-stranded DNA breaks by the telomerase ([@gkt117-B19; @gkt117-B20; @gkt117-B21],[@gkt117-B79]). It is currently not known whether the mechanism of telomerase inhibition by Pif1 at either telomeres or DSBs is the same. However, it has been shown that phosphorylation of Pif1 by the checkpoint kinases specifically regulates the activity of Pif1 at DSBs, leaving the Pif1 function at telomeres unaltered ([@gkt117-B79]). It remains to be determined whether phosphorylation of Pif1 results in its specific recruitment at DSBs and/or in a change of its biochemical properties (e.g. unwinding versus translocation, monomer versus dimer) that allows for a separation of function.
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